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Abstract This paper presents an experimental study on cor-

ner filling in the tube hydroforming process. A single-step

tube hydroforming process was retained based on pure expan-

sion hydroforming with the conjunction of only internal pres-

sure loading. Several hydroforming experiments were per-

formed with differently shaped dies, such as a square, a rect-

angular, a trapezoidal, and a trapezoid-sectional die. The dis-

tribution of thickness was studied under both dry and lubricat-

ed conditions. The main results revealed that thinning oc-

curred in the transition zone, between the corner radius and

the straight wall, for both the square and rectangular dies.

However, for the trapezoidal and trapezoid-sectional dies,

the thinning took place in the sharp zone. The use of Teflon

as a lubricant between the die and the tube led to significant

changes in terms of thickness distribution and the reduction of

thinning. For each of the various dies that were used, it was

found that the lubrication of the contact tube/die offered a

more uniform thickness for the final hydroformed product.

Keywords Square section . Rectangular section . Trapezoidal

section . Trapezoid-sectional die . Lubrication effect .

Thickness distribution

1 Introduction

Compared with the more conventional punching and welding

processes, tube hydroforming processes have the advantage of

producing parts with fewer formative operations and a better

quality of final products with complex profiles and various

cross sections. It is important to note that, regarding this pro-

cess, two cases can generally be distinguished. In the case of

the “loading path,” the tube hydroforming process is used to

conform the shape of the die cavity while simultaneously con-

trolling the internal pressure and the axial feeding [1, 2]. As a

result, the tube length can be changed. In the case of “pure

expansion,” internal pressure is generally applied inside the

tube while the tube length is kept constant during the test.

However, if the tube is small enough to be directly placed into

the die cavity, the forming process is then called “single-step

hydroforming.” If the tube blank is too large for the die cavity

to contain it, a “crushing process” will be needed before

hydroforming [3, 4].

In the case of pure expansion hydroforming, based only on

internal pressure loading, several authors have developed an-

other specific test called the corner filling test, where a tube is

expanded in a square section die. In 2003, Kridli et al. [5]

experimentally investigated corner filling in a square section

die. They also examined the thickness distribution against

various measurement points for different locations. It was de-

termined that the thickness distribution was relative to the

corner radius and the strain-hardening behavior of the materi-

al. The thinnest zone, however, is located in the transition

zone. Along similar lines, Hwang and Chen [6] have investi-

gated the friction effect during an expansion test in a square

section die. They examined the internal pressure against the

corner radius, the variation of thickness at different stages, and

the effect of lubrication. Furthermore, Liu et al. [7] have

experimented with the thinning location in a square section;
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the maximum thinning ratio was found to be about 25 %, and

it occurred in the transition zone. Daly et al. [8] have studied

the strain localization in tube hydroforming. Again, as report-

ed in previous studies [5, 7], the thinning occurred in the

transition zone. Xu et al. [1] have investigated the thickness

distribution along the cross section of a square shape

hydroformed part. It was found that the critical thinning took

place in the transition zone, while the thickest element was

located in the middle of the straight wall.

The effects of the friction coefficient, strain hardening ex-

ponent, and anisotropy coefficient on the thickness distribu-

tion have also been explored. For instance, Cui et al. [9] have

studied the deformation of double-sided tube hydroforming in

a square shape die. It was determined that for both internal and

external pressure, the thinning always occurred in the transi-

tion zone, with little effect on the thickness distribution in the

straight wall and the corner zone.

In the literature, significant efforts have been dedicated to

studying the case of the rectangular section die. For instance,

Yuan et al. [2] have studied the tube hydroforming without

axial feeding in a rectangular section die. It was found that the

thickness decreased gradually from the straight wall to the

transition zone, and increased from the transition zone to the

corner zone. According to Wang et al. [10], the plastic defor-

mation first occurred in the transition point, and the equivalent

strain of the transition point was consistently the largest.

Moreover, different lubricants such as oil, molybdenum di-

sulphide grease (Mso2), and polyethylene (PE) filmwere used

to make the expansion easier. Some authors have also inves-

tigated hydroforming processes using other types of dies [4,

11]. For example, Xu et al. [11] have studied the

hydroforming process in a trapezoid-sectional die, taking into

account the effects of the friction coefficients and the thick-

ness distribution. The main findings indicate that (1) a fracture

occurred at the sharp corner, and wrinkling always occurred

first at the obtuse corner; and (2) when the friction value in-

creased, the uniformity of the thickness distribution decreased.

In 2009, Li et al. [14] experimentally investigated crushing

combined with subsequent hydroforming processes in a

trapezoid-sectional die. Here, three factors were found to af-

fect the uniformity of the thickness: the die closing seam, the

tube diameter, and the performing load path. On the other

hand, it was found that two kinds of defects could occur in

the loading process: bursting was most liable to occur at the

sharp angle, while wrinkling was most liable to take place at

the blunt angle.

Contact at the interface tube/die was equally consid-

ered in both dry and lubricated conditions. The main ob-

jective when using good lubrication is to avoid some pro-

duction problems such as buckling and wrinkling [12].

Ngaile et al. [13] have studied the lubrication mechanisms

and their effects on interface friction, equally focusing on

the lubricants’ performances in the transition and

expansion zones for various geometries. Two kinds of

tests have been used by Ngaile and colleagues to evaluate

the lubrication effect: (1) the limiting dome height (LDH)

test which is applicable to the transition zone, and (2)

pear-shaped tube expansion (PET) which is applicable to

the expansion zone. It was already shown [14] that lubri-

cation reduces the frictional stresses of the tool–tube wall

interface and helps to enhance product quality. To im-

prove the formability in tube hydroforming by a reduction

of friction, a specific lubricant was used in the research of

Geiger et al. [15]. The lubrication here helped to reduce

the friction effect and permitted a soft sliding between the

tube and the tool surface. Not only were important sliding

and homogeneous thickening obtained, but an increase of

the wall thickness in the area close to the expansion zone

was also achieved.

In 2008, Luege and Lucioni [16] experimented with the

effect of lubrication on the thickness distribution. They have

shown that the use of a lubricant led to the following: (1) the

avoidance of any risk of crack; (2) an increase in the formabil-

ity of the hydroformed tube; (3) an improvement in the tribo-

logical performance in the tube hydroforming process; and (4)

an accurate prediction of the optimal use of this procedure for

more complicated configurations.

In this context, with the help of the “Aperam” industry

(France), the aim of the present study was to build an exper-

imental database with information about the relationship be-

tween the thickness distribution and the lubrication conditions

when using differently shaped dies. The main motivation and

innovation of the present paper consists of the study of the

lubrication effect during corner filling in the case of pure ex-

pansion and “single-step tube hydroforming,” as shown in

Fig. 1. Different shapes of hydroformed parts or section dies

have been used, such as square, rectangular, trapezoidal, and

trapezoid-sectional dies. For each configuration, the thickness

distribution and thinning location were analyzed and evaluat-

ed with experimental measurements. The study also highlights

the effect of Teflon as a lubricant at the interface tube/die.

Finally, the differently shaped dies are discussed in terms of

thinning reduction.

2 Experiments

2.1 Materials

The tube material studied in this work consists of deoxidized

copper (Cu-DHP) with the following chemical composition

(wt %): Cu 99.9 % and P 0.015 to 0.040 %. This K20/K21

Cu-DHP copper presents a limited residual phosphorus con-

tent, thus possessing excellent welding and hard soldering

properties, as well as good resistance to hydrogen embrittle-

ment. It also presents excellent formability and is used most
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effectively where requirements for electrical conductivity are

not high. K21 presents a lower level of impurities compared to

K20, making it possible to achieve a particularly low yield of

strength values for a soft tube. The mechanical characteristics

of this material can be found in Table 1. The dimensions of the

tube samples are listed in Table 2.

2.2 The bulging test

The tube samples have been characterized with the tube bulg-

ing test, which is available at the FEMTO-ST lab (Fig. 2). The

tube bulging test was chosen because it provides more appro-

priate material data for the tube than the classical tensile test

[17–25].

2.3 The corner filling for the tube hydroforming process

with various shapes

A modular tool was used for performing tube characteri-

zation in an open die as well as in a closed-shape die.

This tool was installed with a hydraulic press available

at the FEMTO-ST lab (Fig. 2). A multiplier pressure cyl-

inder created high pressure in order to bulge the tube, and

two vertical cylinders clamped the tube at its two extrem-

ities by cone-on-cone contact. The test proceeded as fol-

lows: (1) conical plungers came into contact with the ends

of the tube and created a sealing effect by cone-on-cone

contact; (2) the fluid was pumped inside the sample,

resulting in a slowly increasing pressure; and (3) the tube

deformed and progressively took the shape of the die.

Pure expansion as a single-step tube hydroforming process

consisted of deforming a tube in a shaped die with the com-

bination of internal pressure and fluid without axial feeding.

At the beginning of the tests, some parameters needed to be

adjusted, such as the maximal internal pressure, the sealing

force that realizes the tube ends clamping, and the position of

the displacement sensors. A displacement of 18 mm and a

force of 40 kN were applied on the plungers, as previously

Table 1 Mechanical

properties of the tube

material

Density (kg/m3) 8490

Rm (MPa) 440

Rp0.1 (MPa) 420

A (%) 2

E (GPa) 132

Poisson’s coefficient υ 0.34

Strength coefficient K (MPa) 442

Strain hardening coefficient n 0.35

Yield stress σY (MPa) 80

Initial strain ε0 0.0075

die

die

Conical 

plungers

Conical 

plungers
Tube

Tube after 

expansion
Conical 

plungers

Pi

Fluid

Inner 

pressure
Conical 

plungers

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 Definition of the different

zones in tube hydroforming: a

before expansion and b after

expansion

Table 2 Dimensions of the tube samples

Length (mm) External radius (mm) Thickness (mm)

250 17.325–17.675 0.9–1.0
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illustrated in Fig. 1. After that, a sealing force of 75 kN was

applied during the hydroforming experiment to ensure the

embedding of the tube.

As shown in Fig. 3, four models were considered:

square, rectangular, trapezoidal, and trapezoid-sectional

models. Only three die halves were presented, while the

trapezoid-sectional model was a combination of square

and trapezoidal shapes. The main dimensions of the dif-

ferently shaped dies are given in Fig. 4. Also, as can be

observed in Fig. 4, the initial tube is in contact with the

square section at four points. However, for all of the other

configurations, the initial tube is in contact with the die

only at two points. Moreover, it is important to note that,

for each configuration, the perimeter of the final product

is not the same as the perimeter of the initial tube.

Tube hydroforming experiments were performed under dry

and lubricated conditions. A specific lubricant was used to

evaluate the effect of lubrication on the tube hydroforming

process; it is important to note that lubrication is a key factor

that affects the tube’s hydroformability. As a lubricant,

“Teflon” was applied in aerosol form, which is generally used

as a multifunctional grease for mechanical systems such as

bearings, plain bearings, chassis joints, cams, rollers, chains,

leaf springs, and cables, among other applications. Teflon pro-

vides numerous advantages, such as friction coefficient reduc-

tion, durability in extreme pressure, anti-wear protection, and

Displacement sensors(b)

Die location

(c)(c)

Conical plungers

(a)Fig. 2 The modular tool installed

on the press at the FEMTO-ST lab

a before expansion, b during

bulging test, and c during tube

hydroforming process

(a) (b) (c)Fig. 3 Shapes of the used dies: a

square, b rectangular, and c

trapezoidal
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good resistance to contact with water, steam, and many ag-

gressive liquids. All of the relevant details of the lubricant are

summarized in Table 3.

2.4 Measures performed during the process

To study the forming behaviors of these different dies and the

lubrication conditions, the tube expansion was controlled by

three displacement sensors. During the hydroforming process,

the internal pressure inside the tube and the tube deformation

were measured. For tube deformation, three displacement sen-

sors were placed in housing machines in the die as seen in

Fig. 5. Each displacement sensor was placed at 120° to the

next one. This allowed for plotting of the pressure–height

expansion curve for the three displacement sensors. The point

of the tube that was in contact with the first sensor was always

the same throughout the process, while the points in contact

with the other two sensors changed during the test. For the

square and rectangular sections, three displacement sensors

were used. However, for the trapezoidal and trapezoid-

sectional dies, only two displacement sensors were considered

(Fig. 5). The position of the displacement sensors was deter-

mined according to the work of Ouirane et al. [26] on the

methodology of the bulging test.

2.5 Measures performed on post-mortem tubes

It should be mentioned at this point that in this particular case,

the tube hydroforming experiment could be interrupted at dif-

ferent pressure levels. The different samples were cut using

the wire electrical discharge machining (EDM) process to

avoid additional deformations of the tube due to the cutting

process and to obtain precise contours. From these tube sec-

tions, it was possible tomeasure the outer and inner profiles. A

contactless metrology machine (Werth IP 250) working with

an image outline analysis was used. The sensor was a matrix

analogic camera connected to a telecentric ×50 fixed lens,

resulting in very precise repeatability (±1 μm). As the profile

could not be measured in a single shot, the scanning method

was used as illustrated in Fig. 6a. The machine automatically

followed the sample’s profile and acquired a cloud of points.

For each point, the part was illuminated and the image was

treated as described in Fig. 6b. For each part of the

hydroformed tube, the inner and outer profiles were measured,

taking into account an average of 60 000 points. The data were

saved as a text file that was analyzed with an original program

to determine the thickness repartition along the profile.

3 Results and discussion

In the following sections, the main results obtained will be

presented with respect to (1) the thinning location under dry

conditions, and (2) the lubrication effect on the thickness dis-

tribution for the differently shaped dies.

3.1 Study of the thinning location in dry conditions

First, a preliminary study was conducted in order to determine

the deformability of the tube samples to be tested in the

hydroforming process. When samples were tested at their ini-

tial state, they did not display significant deformation. For this

Square section die Rectangular die Trapezoidal die Trapezoid-sectional 

die

(a)

R=5mm

35mm

35mm

50mm

(b)

R=5mm

35mm

40mm

50mm

25.24mm(c)

R=5mm

65.77mm

35mm

50mm

(d)
30.5mm

R=5mm

52.5mm

35mm

50mm

Fig. 4 Dimensions of square (a), rectangular (b), trapezoidal (c), and trapezoid-sectional (d) dies

Table 3 Details of the used lubricant “Teflon”

Physical state Liquid, fluid, aerosol

Operating temperature From −20 to 140 °C

Boiling point 77 °C

Density <1

Water solubility Unsolvable

Auto ignition temperature 200 °C

Point/Interval of decomposition 200 °C
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reason, the tube samples were subjected to a heat treatment

before being tested again. In fact, all tubular samples were

annealed at 450 °C for 30 min and then cooled in ambient

air. Fig. 7 displays real photos of non-annealed and annealed

tube samples after the bulging test. As can be clearly observed

in Fig. 7, the annealed tube samples show remarkable ductility

when submitted to internal pressure, even up to the onset of

cracking.

As previously mentioned, during the bulging test, the

applied internal pressure and the bulging height were reg-

ularly measured. These experimental measurements

allowed for the pressure–bulge height curve to be plotted,

as shown in Fig. 8a. Therefore, post-processing with the

Boudeau–Malécot model [27] allowed for the stress–

strain curve and also the hardening curve to be deter-

mined, as shown in Fig. 8b. Here, Swifts law was consid-

ered, and Swifts parameters (K, n, and εo in Table 1) were

determined based on the hardening curve.

With regards to Fig. 8a, b, which reveals the suitable be-

havior of the copper samples, the latter was tested in tube

hydroforming. In this context, the four models were examined

(square, rectangular, trapezoidal, trapezoid-sectional). It is im-

portant to note that for each shaped die, the focus was on

estimating the maximal internal pressure which corresponded

to full corner filling. Otherwise, when the tubewas found to be

embedded within the die, the single-step tube hydroforming

test was stopped. With the same method, 28 and 28.5 MPa

were revealed as the maximal internal pressure values for

Sensor 2

Sensor 1

Sensor 3

(a)

Sensor 1

(b) Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

(c) (d)

Fig. 5 Location of the three

displacement sensors for the

square (a) and rectangular (b) die

and location of the two

displacement sensors for the

trapezoidal (c) and

trapezoid-sectional (d) die

Fig. 6 a The scanning method

available on the Werth IP 250

metrology machine. b The

different steps of image treatment

(Courtesy of Werth

Messtechnik France)
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square and rectangular dies (Fig. 9). For trapezoidal and

trapezoid-sectional models, a value of 16 MPa was

determined.

The evolution of the internal pressure versus the dis-

placement sensors for the differently shaped dies is shown

in Fig. 10. All experimental tests were carried out without

the appearance of cracks in the deformed tubes. It should

also be noted that the displacement sensors (as presented

in the x-axis in Fig. 10) consisted of the expansion of

thickness (perimeter) and not the displacement of the tube

according to the axial direction.

The main goal of this part was to define the thinning loca-

tion for the differently shaped dies. For the square section die,

the second and third displacement sensors, which were placed

in the transition zone, achieved the same displacement (ap-

proximately 3 mm), and this was due to the symmetry condi-

tions (as previously shown in Fig. 5). When corner filling was

achieved, the thinning was stopped and the tube became em-

bedded in the die. In this case, the bursting could not take

place. However, the thinning occurred in the transition zone

between the straight wall and the corner zone. For the rectan-

gular section, the maximum displacement of both sensors

corresponded to 5 mm. In this case, the location of the dis-

placement sensors in the transition zone allowed for the pre-

diction that cracking could take place by increasing the inter-

nal pressure.

In the case of the trapezoidal die, the difference between the

displacements obtained from both sensors was very signifi-

cant: displacement values of 2.5 and 6.7 mm were recorded

for the second sensor and the third sensor, respectively.

Therefore, as the third sensor was placed at a sharp angle, an

important thinning in this zone was expected.

For the trapezoid-sectional die, various kinds of angles

were distinguished: a sharp angle (60°), an obtuse angle

(120°), and two right angles. From Fig. 10, 1.8 and 6.6 mm

were measured as maximum displacement values for the sec-

ond sensor and the third sensor, respectively. Since the third

sensor was placed in the sharp angle, the obtained dis-

placement (6.6 mm) indicated that bursting could occur

in the sharp angle.

In order to confirm the predictions presented above and to

determine the precise thinning location, sufficient internal

pressures were applied in order to attain the bursting stage of

the tube. As previously explained, only the rectangular and

trapezoidal shapes were considered. A-values of 16.5 and

29 MPa in terms of internal pressures were found to be re-

sponsible for inducing cracking for trapezoidal and rectangu-

lar shapes, respectively (Fig. 11).

According to Fig. 11a, it seems that matter first accu-

mulated in the transition zone and then satisfied the yield

condition because of the higher circumferential stress in

the transition zone than in the corner and straight wall

areas. Consequently, the deformation was accentuated in

the transition zone. After that, necking occurred, progres-

sively leading to the final fracture. The same observations

were reported in the literature by Liu et al. [7]. Similarly,

Fig. 7 a Non-annealed copper tube and b annealed copper tube

(exploded)

Fig. 8 a Internal pressure—bulge height curve obtained from the tube

bulging test. b The resulting hardening curve
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in the case of the trapezoidal shape (Fig. 11b), which has

not yet been studied until now, it appeared that cracks

occurred gradually along the longitudinal direction, even-

tually leading to the full bursting of the tube.

3.2 Study of the lubrication effect on the thickness

distribution

In this section, a description is provided of the effects of lu-

brication between the tube and the die on corner filling during

hydroforming of different cross-sectional shapes.

3.2.1 Square section die

Figure 12 illustrates the thickness repartition along the

transversal square section of the deformed tube. This re-

partition is represented only along a quarter of the section

because of the symmetry conditions. Two cases have been

discussed: tube hydroforming with and without lubricant.

On the one hand, the experimental results exhibit that

maximal thinning took place in the transition zone be-

tween the straight wall and the corner zone. This is in

strong agreement with the observations of several other

studies [7–10]. On the other hand, in order to discern

the lubricant effect, the following formula was used:

lubricant effect≈
emin lubð Þ−emin dryð Þ

emin lubð Þ
� 100 :

where emin(lub) and emin(dry) consist of the minimum thickness

measured in the lubricated and dry conditions, respectively.

Accordingly, the lubricant played an important role in

the reduction of thinning in the transition zone, point B,

with 1.7 %. From A to B, the thickness decreased from

0.848 to 0.699 mm, while with the application of lubri-

cant, it decreased from 0.853 to 0.716 mm. From B to C,

the thickness increased from 0.699 to 0.82 mm, while

with the lubricant, it increased from 0.716 to 0.843 mm.

Therefore, the lubricant effect was found to be 2.3 % in

the corner zone (point C). It can again be concluded that

the lubricant softens the contact between the tube and the

die. Consequently, it can be expected that the lubricant

prevents any risk of crack or bursting and provides the

most uniform thickness profile. In addition, it offers a

better formability to the tube, as mentioned in previous

research [15, 16].

3.2.2 Rectangular section die

Figure 13 shows the variation of thickness along the trans-

versal section of the deformed tube in the rectangular

configuration. It is worth noting that this result was ob-

tained under an internal pressure of 28.5 MPa without any

risk of crack. In addition, only half of the tube had been

considered due to the symmetry conditions. The thickness

distribution was determined for four transition zones, two

corner zones, and three straight walls. As was remarked in

the discussion of the square configuration, in this case, the

thinning occurred more significantly in the transition zone

in comparison to the corner zone and the straight wall.

This is in accordance with the observations reported in

the literature [2, 10]. In particular, Yuan et al. [2] have

(a)
(b) (c)

(d)

28 MPa
28.5 MPa

16 MPa
16 MPa

Fig. 9 Hydroformed tubes after

expansion with various pressure

values and different sections die:

a square section, b rectangular

section, c trapezoidal section,

and d trapezoid-sectional

Fig. 10 Evolution of the internal pressure against the displacement

sensors for different sections die without lubricant
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shown that the thinning takes place essentially in the tran-

s i t i on zone when focus i ng on s t a i n l e s s s t e e l

hydroforming. Wang et al. [10] have reported the same

finding in their study about the hydroforming of an alu-

minum alloy tube with a rectangular section. However, it

is clear from Fig. 13 that the use of a lubricant leads to an

important reduction in thinning. For the test without lu-

bricant, the maximum and the minimum thickness were

0.818 and 0.54 mm, respectively. Nevertheless, when a

lubricant was used, it appeared that the thickness was less

affected and the thickness distribution remained uniform.

The maximum and the minimum thickness were 0.844

and 0.61 mm, respectively. For more explanation, the

thickness reduction was estimated using the following for-

mula, and the obtained results are summarized in Table 4:

Thickness reduction %ð Þ ¼
e0−emin

e0
� 100

where e0 is the initial thickness and emin is the minimal thick-

ness obtained at the end of the test.

According to Table 4, it can be concluded that the

maximum thinning always occurs in the transition zone

at 39.9 %, against 24 % at the corner zone and 9 % at

the straight wall. However, the use of lubricant reduces

thinning from 39.9 to 32.2 % for the transition zone. The

use of half of the model and not only a quarter of the

model is to validate the same results of the first quarter

and then to prove that the thickness reduction is unequal

for the same position in the first and the second quarter.

For example, the difference between both transition zones

is approximately 5.6 %. However, with the use of the

lubricant, we can notice that such difference is reduced

from 5.6 to 1.5 %, which leads to the conclusion that

the lubricant helps to provide uniform thickness. Finally,

it is important to note that the thinning in the transition

zone at the length of 40 mm was more significant than with the

width of 35 mm (points B and H against points D and F).

Fracture in 

the transition 

zone

Fracture in 

the Sharp 

angle

(a) (b)Fig. 11 Bursting fracture of the

deformed tube for: a rectangular

and b trapezoidal section dies

under maximal inner pressures of

29 and 16.5 MPa, respectively

Fig. 12 Effect of lubricant on the thickness distribution along the

transversal section of the tube hydroformed using square section die

(under an internal pressure of 28 MPa)

Fig. 13 Effect of lubricant on the thickness distribution along the

transversal section of the tube hydroformed using rectangular section

die (under an internal pressure of 28.5 MPa)
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3.2.3 Trapezoidal section die

Since there is no sufficient information about this kind of

shape in the literature, the entire trapezoidal section was

studied, as shown in Fig. 14. With a maximal pressure of

16 MPa, the expansion of the tube was achieved without

any risk of crack. As shown in Fig. 14, the trapezoidal

section was divided into four angles: two sharp angles and

two obtuse angles. It is important to note that the main

dimensions for both halves of the die were not similar, as

can be observed in Fig. 5c. In the present study, the focus

was on the evolution of the thickness distribution for dif-

ferent positions. Each point corresponded to a specific

zone, and between them a critical zone such as B, D, F,

and H. For point B, which presented the obtuse angle, the

thickness decreased to 33.7 % for the dry test against

30.6 % for the lubricant test. For point D, which defined

the sharp angle at this stage, the thickness reduction was

found to be 37.48 % for the dry test against 36 % for the

lubricant test. Concerning the second half on the right, for

point F, which presented the sharp angle of the die, the

thickness decreased to 19 % without lubricant against

18 % for the test with lubricant. For point H, which is

defined by the obtuse angle, the maximum thickness re-

duction observed was 18 % for the dry test against 15.2 %

for the lubricant test. For the other zones which corre-

spond to the straight wall, including A, C, E, and G, the

thickness reduction was 11.5, 27.6, 17.5, and 16.2 %, re-

spectively, for the dry test, while the thickness reduction

was 10.5, 27.5, 17, and 14 %, respectively, for the test

with the specific lubricant.

Some general remarks can be made at this point. First,

thinning was located in the sharp angle of point D with

the highest thickness difference. This result is in agree-

ment with those reported in the literature [4, 11].

However, a small difference is observed in the straight

wall at point A. Second, the thickness difference de-

creased when a specific lubricant was used especially in

the sharp corner with a reduction of 1.5 %. The effect of

the lubricant was not similar for all zones of the trapezoi-

dal section; it varied from 0.01 to 3.1 %. The minimum

reduction was especially clear for the zone when the risk

of thinning was lowest. Finally, the effect of the lubricant

depended on the shape of the section, whether it was

square, rectangular, or trapezoidal. The lubricant had an

important impact in the rectangular die as compared with

the trapezoidal die for the critical zone such as the transi-

tion zone (3.5 % as the lubricant effect) against the sharp

angle with 1.5 %.

3.2.4 Trapezoid-sectional die

Figure 15 shows the thickness distribution along the transver-

sal section of the tube deformed in the trapezoid-sectional die

with an internal pressure of 16 MPa, both with and without

lubricant. As can be seen in Fig. 15, the trapezoid-sectional

model presented a sharp angle (60°), an obtuse angle (120°),

and two right angles. The entire model had been examined,

Table 4 Thickness reduction for rectangular section die

Thickness reduction (%)

A B C D E F G H I

Without lubricant 9 39.9 24 30.4 12.3 31.4 23.9 34.3 9.1

With lubricant 8.4 32.2 22.1 28.6 9.1 28.3 19.3 30.7 6.3

Fig. 14 Effect of lubricant on the thickness distribution along the

transversal section of the tube hydroformed using trapezoidal section

die (under an internal pressure of 16 MPa).

Fig. 15 Effect of lubricant on the thickness distribution along the

transversal section of the tube hydroformed using trapezoidal-sectional

die (under an internal pressure of 16 MPa)
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and each point from A to H corresponded to a particular level

of thinning reduction. The main findings revealed that the

minimum thickness of the two parts was located in the sharp

angle with 32.5 % thickness reduction for the dry test against

30.3 % for the lubricated test. Otherwise, the lubricant effect

was estimated about 2.2 %. This result is in accordance with

the observations reported in previous studies [4, 11]. In the

second rank, the obtuse angle displayed 31.6% of thinning for

the dry test against 29.8 % for the lubricated test. In the third

rank, the right angle presented a thickness reduction of 21.4 %

for the test without lubricant against 19.33 % for the test with

lubricant. In the final rank, the straight wall corresponded to

the thickest zone. As usual, the lubricant helped to reduce the

thinning for the various zones: the sharp angle, the obtuse

angle, and the right angles with 2.2, 2.1, and 2.07 %,

respectively.

3.2.5 A comparative analysis

From the thickness distribution shown in Figs. 12, 13,

14, and 15, the thickness variation (emax− emin) can be

calculated between the maximal thickness and the min-

imal one. As shown in Fig. 16, for the differently

shaped dies, the thickness variation along the transversal

section was compared. Here, it is important to note that

since the results were obtained at different pressures,

different amounts of expansion were expected, as were

different thinning rates for the models. However, the

main goals were (1) to study the thickness variation

for each configuration and (2) to determine the shape

that was the most affected by thinning in the final stage.

The results obtained from the analysis of the data for

the different shapes are summarized in Table 5. When

considering the effect of the shape section on the thick-

ness reduction, the rectangular section presented the

highest value of thickness variation with 0.278 and the

square section displayed the lowest value with 0.149.

The effect of the lubricant varied with the shape of

the die. In fact, for all shapes, the thickness variation

decreased with the use of lubricant. For example, it

decreased from 0.149 to 0.137 for the square section.

In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 16, the effect of

the lubricant was more significant in the case of the

rectangular section die. Here, it was assumed that the

lubricant helped to enhance the metal flow without any

risk of crack. Similar findings were reported by Kang

et al. [12] when studying single-step hydroforming un-

der dry and lubricated conditions and with various

shapes of dies.

4 Conclusion

In this work, an experimental database for the relation-

ship between the thickness distribution and the lubrica-

tion conditions when using differently shaped dies has

been established. The following conclusions can be

drawn from this study:

1. Under dry contact tube/die, the thinning location was

found to be largely dependent upon the shape of the

die. The thinning took place, for example, in the tran-

sition zone between the straight wall and the corner

zone for both the square and rectangular sectioned

dies. However, for the trapezoidal and trapezoid-

sectional dies, the thinning occurred in the sharp

angle.

2. The use of Teflon as a lubricant between the tube and

the die played a significant role in the reduction of

thinning.

3. Whatever the shape of the die, the lubrication of the con-

tact tube/die offered a more uniform thickness for the final

hydroformed product.

4. The thickness distribution along the transversal section of

the deformed tube depended not only on the shape of the

die but also on the nature of contact with the tube/die (i.e.,

dry or lubricated conditions).

Table 5 Thickness variation for different shapes die

Thickness variation

Square Rectangular Trapezoidal Trapezoid-

sectional

Without lubricant 0.149 0.278 0.234 0.198

With lubricant 0.137 0.234 0.209 0.176

Fig. 16 Thickness variation against the different shapes die for both

hydroforming experiments conducted with and without lubricant
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Important insights have been revealed in this study,

such as the following: (1) how to evaluate friction coeffi-

cient values from an analytical model and pin-on-disk test

in order to run FE simulations, and (2) how to study the

validity of the characterized friction coefficient by

performing both experiments and numerical simulations

for the used shapes die. The following flow chart summa-

rizes the possibilities for future research.

Analytical model

Orban-Hu, 2007

FE simulation

LS-DYNA/Explicit© 

software

pin-on-disk test

µ1, µ2

µ4, µ3

Experiment

Hydroforming in various shapes die

(With and without lubricant)

i, e

μ, ∆e
Validation

where:

μ1 is the friction value obtained from the analytical model

for the test without lubricant

μ2 is the friction value obtained from the analytical model

for the test with lubricant

μ3 is the friction value obtained from the pin-on-disk for

the test without lubricant

μ4 is the friction value obtained from the pin-on-disk for

the test without lubricant

i is the measurement point

e is the thickness

Δe is the thickness variation
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